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SUMMARY
Experts and practitioners from across the country met January 28 and 29, 2020 at the National Institute
of Corrections (NIC) offices in Washington, DC to discuss issues facing women in the justice system. NIC
sponsored the two‐day meeting to assist the American Jail Association’s (AJA) work on gender issues for
its constituents. The purpose of the meeting was to develop a strategic framework for the AJA’s Gender
Equity (GE) workgroup/committee to assist planning efforts to address gender equity in the nation’s
jails. The AJA workgroup/committee is charged with establishing best practices and guidelines under
AJA’s Gender Equity in Jails Across America (GEJAA) initiative.
Meeting attendees were selected for their knowledge, expertise and perspective on gender issues and
responsive practices for women working in corrections, justice‐involved women, and the community.
(see Appendix A for a list of attendees). Attendees quickly acknowledged the large volume of work done
over several decades in addressing gender issues in corrections. It was reminded that “gender informed”
work has a rich history with information, evidence, products and services that the AJA
workgroup/committee can draw on.
The stated outcome of the meeting was to develop: a) Targeted areas of focus for the workgroup; b)
Deliverables for each target area; and c) An action plan to guide the workgroup’s initiatives to include
short, medium, and long‐term goals.
Compression Planning (CP) was used to structure the discussion of the meeting with the goal of eliciting
attendee’s knowledge, expertise and perspective, and to focus on developing specific, actionable
deliverables. CP is a structured storyboarding model originally developed by Walt Disney. CP transforms
concepts and ideas from creative brainstorming into simple, easily understood actionable items with
which to move forward.
A planning meeting agenda (Appendix B), aligned with the CP process, was developed to meet the
intended outcomes and interests of key stakeholders‐‐AJA and NIC. Several discussions between key
stakeholders, the program manager and the facilitator refined the goals and outputs of the meeting as
follows:





Identify and prioritize deliverables (activities, services and products) for three domain groups:
staff, women in custody and community, to address gender equity in jails
Develop and organize deliverables into focus areas
Arrange deliverables into short, medium and long‐term time frames
Identify intersects between deliverables across domains

Attendees identified 176 deliverables across the three domains. Seventy‐four were determined to be
short‐term, 61 medium‐term, 22 long‐term and 19 as needing longer than 18 months to achieve. Sixty‐
six deliverables received votes indicating they were a priority. Fifteen focus areas, 5 in each domain,
were identified under which like‐kind deliverables were placed.
Final activities of the meeting identified the various “intersects,” the crossing interests, resources and
efforts of deliverables. A discussion about the intersects raised awareness ensuring that efforts are not
duplicated, or overlapped, but are strategically coordinated among stakeholders. AJA President Elect
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Marsha Travis discussed next steps including presenting the results to the GEJAA committee to
determine how to deploy, and to discuss with NIC items that need attention before the committee
meets.
The meeting adjourned with closing remarks by NIC Acting Director, Shaina Vanek, Chief Stephen Amos,
and AJA President Elias Diggins with all acknowledging the engagement by participants, the rich history
of work in the gender equity area, and the opportunity to build on that foundation and move forward in
partnership.

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS
NIC Acting Director Shaina Vanek welcomed meeting attendees and made opening remarks. Attendees
introduced themselves providing their perspectives relative to the topic of gender equity, and their
expectations over the next two days. Themes emerged from the conversation including the hope to get
a “great start” to this Initiative, the need to continue the work and move it forward, and the rich history
of information and evidence supporting the work in gender responsiveness over the past several
decades. Attendees overwhelmingly agreed that ideas and recommendations coming out the meeting
be “actionable” increasing the likelihood that they are accomplished. Other comments included:





“Chunking” the work into things that are simple, concrete, and measureable.
Focusing and developing strategies to make efforts sustainable (e.g. building capacity, putting
into budgets, etc.).
Creating “wins” and “success stories” to build and maintain momentum and anchor into culture.
Some work is both long‐term and comprehensive in that changing culture and fundamental
beliefs about gender equity and responsiveness takes substantial effort, time and resources.

BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW
History of Effort and Work
AJA has developed a particular focus on gender issues with the convening of two summits on gender
equity with women in custody in 2014 and 2017. Common themes from both sessions included a need
to address culture, management and operations specific to gender equity and trauma informed care;
risk/need assessments, programs and re‐entry; and pathways to incarceration, community
collaboration, and interventions.
Decades of NIC involvement with gender equity and trauma‐informed care with services for staff
development and operational practices were recognized including:





Correctional Leadership Development for Women
Safety Matters: Managing Relationships in Women’s Facilities
Strategic Development of Executive Women
The Family Strengthening Project
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Dedicating a session at the upcoming Large Jail Network to gender equity

According to the VERA Institute, “women in jail is the fastest growing correctional population in the
country—increasing 14‐fold between 1970 and 2014, growing from 8,000 to 110,000 between 1970 and
2014—with surprisingly little research on why so many more women wind up in jail today.” (VERA)
AJA President Elias Diggins, through his commitment and leadership, established the Gender Equity in
Jails Across America initiative. The following excerpts on AJA’s website summarizes the initiative.
In 2019, AJA President Elias Diggins established "Gender Equity in Jails Across the Country" as his
initiative, and challenged every sheriff, director of corrections and jail administrator in America
to create a Gender Equity Commission within their agency.
The American Jail Association recognized the need for an organizational focus on gender equity
nationwide and made Gender Equity one of its standing committees. The goal of the committee
is to establish standards, practices, training and programs for jails across America.
Minutes from an October 18, 2019 conference call reference the future of the Gender Equity
Initiative: Changing culture is not a quick and easily accomplished goal. There is still much work
to be done. Rather than launch a new initiative in 2020, AJA will maintain the focus on GE to
continue the momentum and collaborations that we’ve begun. There is still much work to be
done, even with the strides we’ve discussed. Recently the Board of Directors voted to make the
Gender Equity Committee a standing committee in the bylaws of the organization. This means all
presidents going forward will establish a committee to focus on gender issues.
Attendees shared additional historical and foundational work to support the intended outcomes of
the meeting noting the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management development for women and minorities
Association for Justice‐Involved Females and Organizations, a resource to advance gender
Susan Hunter's pioneering leadership beginning in the late 1980s
Bureau of Justice Assistance funding gender issues
How to distribute efforts across broad spectrum
US Civil Rights Commission: Women in System
Technical assistance work on Mission Change/ Culture Change
Proactive Culture change
Outreach to Association of Women Executives in Corrections
Partnerships are needed since a substantial number of women are at the Pre‐trial level

Appendix C contains background documents referenced during this part of the session.

Overview of the Initiative/AJA and NIC Efforts
NIC Jails Division Chief Stephen Amos provided a general overview of NIC’s commitment and support for
the effort. He noted that it makes sense to work collaboratively with AJA as a strategic partner having a
common customer and constituency. Chief Amos referenced the long‐standing history NIC has in this
realm to include the work mentioned previously as well as citing additional work. He also remarked on
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the importance of diversity and inclusion and how important it is to have people with varying diversities
(such as gender) sitting at the table to provide their perspective and expertise.
AJA President Elias Diggins provided an overview on AJA’s Initiative and previous efforts. Reference was
made to identifying deliverables that can be accomplished within an 18 month time frame. Several
attendees raised a concern as to whether 18 months is enough time noting that some of the initiatives
will take longer in that “strategic” implies 3‐5 years. Facilitators reinforced that the target is the AJA
committee, and having a concrete focus with a shorter horizon would increase their ability as a
committee to complete and accomplish the work. An earlier comment about the need for things to be
“actionable” was referenced. President Diggins reinforced the need to be simple and concrete so that
people have solid direction on specific things to guide their work. Facilitators acknowledged and noted
the concern. They assured attendees that there is a place in the structure to capture “longer‐term”
initiatives and activities that the group identifies during the session.
Participants continued the discussion with more insights and perspectives regarding their vision for this
meeting and alignment with the vision provided by facilitators.

Purpose, Goals of the Initiative, Roles of Workgroup and Outcomes of the Meeting
The following purpose and goals of the meeting were reviewed.
OVERALL PURPOSE – The overall purpose within this planning structure is the “big picture” focus on the
initiative. It is encompassing of a mission and vision statement, or a strategic “forward looking”
statement. Facilitators reviewed the overall purpose of the GEJAA initiative provided by AJA President
Elias Diggins as stated below:
To build a sustainable foundation for gender equity in jails across America; ingrained in culture,
operations, and infrastructure, specific to correctional staff, population, and community.
The following strategic goals will support the GEJAA initiative by:
1. Exploring the full breadth of issues affecting women in corrections, women in custody and
the community.
2. Providing a road map for the field that agencies can use as they begin or further work on
gender equity and trauma informed care.
3. Identifying areas of intersect on gender equity and trauma informed care in three distinct
domains: staff, women in custody, and the community.
PURPOSE OF SESSION – The purpose the session has a “here and now” focus. It is about the work to be
done and the specific outcomes of the meeting. It is critical to distinguish between the overall purpose
and the purpose of the session. With a clear focus on the purpose and intentions of the meeting, quality
outcomes are more likely and more efficiently attained.
The stated purposes of the GEJAA planning meeting and focus group are as follows:




To develop a responsive plan for three target domains: staff, justice involved women
(population) and community.
To identify a maximum of five “focus” areas for each domain.
To generate deliverables for each domain that we can accomplish in the next 18 months.
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NON‐PURPOSE OF THIS SESSION – While seemingly unimportant and trivial, identifying and being clear on
“what we are NOT here to do” is very helpful to keep attendees on task. Two items below were shared:



To debate the need to address gender issues
To discuss the status of historical efforts

Attendees were invited to add anything they felt would distract the group from the intended work for
the two‐day session. Some felt that visiting historical efforts was needed to inform future work. This
was acknowledged with an emphasis that historical services, products, and artifacts be quickly
referenced or brought forward to support the purpose of the session.

Overview of the Compression Planning and Story Boarding Process
Compression Planning (CP) is a structured, yet highly visual and interactive facilitation process. It is
designed to extract the best thinking from a group of participants, and focus that thinking into concrete,
actionable tasks, services, products or ideas related to a specific topic. CP builds on original “story
boarding” work by Walt Disney in developing cartoons and films. Storyboarding is a visual group process
designed to bring out a group’s best thinking and energy on a specific issue in an environment of fair
play and equal participation. As a facilitation technique Compression Planning;




helps people and organizations think more effectively,
increases meaningful involvement, and
speeds up collaborative work.

The graphic below shows the mental process of building on the creative energy of a group to quickly
explore possibilities related to a topic and purpose, followed by a focus into a concept or framework to
take to action.

Attendees raised several questions following the CP overview. AJA was asked about the mission,
purpose, and audience for the initiative. President Elias Diggins responded by saying every person who
works in our jails should focus on gender equity as well as the community. Executive Director Kasabian
elaborated that the field (local jails) is their mission. He discussed the AJA Magazine and website as
vehicles that AJA employs to spread the message on gender equity. President‐Elect Marsha Travis
discussed the importance of timing and that people are generally more receptive to this topic now. She
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talked about the importance of being able to count and measure the things that are done. She noted
that gender equity is getting the most clicks in comparison to other topics on AJA's electronic
newsletter. In reference to the conversation, the following is the stated mission, vision and goals of AJA:
Mission: We will lead, educate, and support American jail professions to enhance public safety.
Vision: Our vision is a nation where every jail protects and serves our communities to improve
our quality of life.
Shared Goals:





The American Jail Association will provide the best training in the industry.
The American Jail Association will research and develop industry best practices.
The American Jail Association will recruit, develop, and retain high quality employees.
The American Jail Association will foster collaborative partnerships to benefit local
corrections and the community.

An attendee asked what does a good (productive) AJA committee look like. Executive Director Kasabian
responded saying it is difficult to be productive without deliverables. He referred to AJA’s conference
planning committee as being productive because it has deliverables. The assertion here is that a
productive AJA committee has actionable deliverables to guide the committee's work.
A question was raised about the capacity of AJA to do the work, and how big does the GEJAA committee
go when determining the deliverables from this meeting. President Diggins responded by saying the
possibilities are endless. Additional discussion reflected on what efforts have already occurred as well as
the potential for this work that lies ahead. The spirit of this conversation conveyed that while AJA is
taking a leadership role in this arena they are not doing this work alone. The opportunities for
collaboration, partnership, and field engagement are expansive. An attendee pointed out that a body
of work and resources needs to be created to have impact in the field. Executive Director Kasabian
recognized that many in the field do not know what this initiative and gender equity is all about. He
suggested that the GEJAA committee needs a definition for gender equity.
A final question asked was about what NIC hopes to accomplish through this partnership. Chief Amos
responded by saying that we are able to accomplish more by partnerships. NIC informs the field but has
more leverage by partnering with associations. AJA’s membership is our clients and constituents.
This part of the session closed with a summary of the background, overall purpose, purpose of the
session, non‐purpose, compression planning overview, and highlights of the general discussions to this
point.

PLANNING THE INITIATIVE
Before moving into the phases of the planning process, one attendee asked if there was a definition on
“gender equity.” Attendees discussed the importance of having a definition of gender equity as a
context when identifying deliverables and strategies.
The following considerations were raised in further discussion on the issue of defining gender equity.
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A question was raised as to whether or not the definition should be more inclusive than just
men and women. In response it was suggested that the committee keep the focus on women
and ensure that portion is addressed effectively before including additional representations.
Subsequent questions included: Are equity issues the same while incarcerated as in the
community? And, could the definition be kept specific to women. In response, it was pointed
out that as the committee endeavors to move the field forward in this area, people may need
information, resources, practices, etc…given to them in manageable portions. Along those lines,
the definition has to include the same value and outcome that has been generated on behalf of
the majority.
Recognition was offered that we are excluding others (transgender, LGBTQ, etc…) if we are not
inclusive of them.
A suggestion was made to use the terminology “for the purposes of this committee” when
finalizing a definition for the GEJAA Initiative.
A clear thought that gender equity means realizing gender matters and looks differently among
the three distinct domains: staff, population, and community was offered for consideration.

Julie Abbate, Just Detention International, agreed to develop and submit a definition on GE for the
GEJAA committee’s consideration as follows:
Gender equity is based on recognizing two foundational principles:
1. Women and men deserve meaningful access to; and enjoyment of, the same rights,
opportunities and benefits.
2. Women and men have different interests, needs and behaviors.
Gender equity therefore strives to ensure that policies and practices are tailored, if needed, to
address any gender‐based differences to achieve the intended outcome for both women and men.
Upon completion of the definition discussion, the facilitators probed about any areas of ambiguity to
ensure all concepts represented in the purpose of this meeting were clear before having participants
begin work. The community piece of the initiative was raised and the facilitators asked President Diggins
to provide some insight.
He articulated the importance of educating our staff on how to interact with the public. Examples were
provided on how staff can traumatize women in the community by triggering them. He also described
the community as being inclusive of women as stakeholders as well as justice‐involved women; how
staff portray and project themselves in the community; collaboration and partnerships with community
entities; and educating the community on the agency’s work/philosophy on gender equity.
With this perspective, other attendees offered that the community includes:




The public we serve and their forced interaction with our agencies.
Anyone who has a vested interest and interaction with the jail at a given time.
Anyone that is not staff or women in custody.

The culmination of these descriptors provided the necessary framework for the community portion of
the GEJAA Initiative and participants appeared to have a good grasp of how the community fits in this
initiative.
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The group decided that a definition in each domain would be helpful while looking at strategies and
deliverables. Developing a working definition for each domain was worked into the first planning
activity.

Exploring the Initiative – Round One
In the first round of exploring the GEJAA initiative, attendees were organized into three groups; staff,
women in custody and community. Each group, with specific reference to their assigned domain targets,
was asked, “What characteristics & conditions demonstrate equity?
The goal of this activity is to inspire and elicit an ideal future state where "equity" in each of the domains
is demonstrated and evident. The results are intended to be a primer for exploring and developing
deliverables that can fill gaps and move the initiative forward toward these ideal ends. More poignantly
said by one attendee, “You mean what would “WOW” us if we saw it live, in practice.”
Attendees were also asked to develop a working definition during this session for each of their assigned
domains. It was suggested to start with an end state and work back to construct a definition that
aligned with the thoughts and ideas generated during the round.
Each group was provided a story board, a set of index cards, markers and pins to place the cards on the
boards. Groups were reminded of basic grounds rules for exploring (brainstorming); suspending
judgement, avoid speeches, listen to each other, and spin thoughts to rich ideas. The following
questions, one for each domain, were posted at the top of each board.
Staff ‐ What characteristics and conditions demonstrate equity for staff working in Jails?
Women in Custody ‐ What characteristics and conditions demonstrate equity for women in custody?
Community ‐ What characteristics and conditions demonstrate equity for women in the community?
The results from each of the domain groups were then shared with the other two groups who offered
insights and additions to the lists.
The staff domain group produced 21 thoughts and ideas with a working mission of: Our agency ensures
that gender is not used as a predictor for staff opportunities and career success.
The women in custody domain group produced 28 thoughts and ideas with a working mission of:
Recognizing that women have different in‐custody behaviors and needs, so correctional practices that
work for men may not necessarily work for women or may cause harm #sameisnotequal.
The community domain group produced 14 thoughts and ideas with a working mission of: Staff and
Community recognize the different characteristics and needs of women.
Appendix D contains the full results of this session.

Exploring the Initiative – Round Two (Identifying Deliverables)
Round two of the compression planning session centers on the third purpose of the planning meeting:
To generate deliverables for each domain that we can accomplish in the next 18 months. This round is
designed to have participants generate deliverables that can address gender equity gaps and issues in
each of the three domains (staff, population, and community). Participants were reminded their role in
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this process was to produce a master list of deliverables using their expertise, best thinking, and
creativity. The AJA Gender Equity in Jails Across America committee would receive this information in a
report for them to use as a resource to guide their work. Panda Adkins, NIC Correctional Program
Specialist, clarified that deliverables in this session mean those services, products and activities that are
concrete, actionable and SMART: Specific, measureable, attainable, relevant and time‐based. Attendees
were asked to consider deliverables that could be accomplished within 18 months. It was asked that all
ideas be concise and stated using an “action verb,” yet have enough information to capture the
substance of the idea.
Attendees returned to their respective domain work groups with the same equipment and supplies.
They were asked to respond to the following question respective to their assigned domain.
Staff ‐ What can we provide to advance gender equity for Staff?
Women in Custody ‐ What can we provide to advance gender equity for Women in Custody?
Community ‐ What can we provide to advance gender equity for our Communities?
The results from each of the domain groups were then shared with the other two groups who offered
insights and additions to the lists.
A total of 176 deliverables were identified across the three domains. The staff domain group produced
46 deliverables. The women in custody domain group produced 57 deliverables. The community
domain group produced 73 deliverables.
The results of this session were carried forward to the next phase in the process where attendees were
asked to “focus” the results into a more manageable and useful structure and concept (e.g. time range,
priority, merging and consolidating, etc.).
Welcome and Review of Previous Day
The second day of the meeting opened with participants sharing their thoughts and feelings about the
previous day’s process and work completed to this point. Comments included: “a lot of work was
completed; we’re on track to accomplish what we need to do; one of the best federal meetings
attended in terms of being focused and welcoming.”

Focusing the Initiative – Round One (Organize into Focus Areas)
This is the point in the process where attendees move from free form “exploring” (brainstorming)
thoughts and ideas related to the topic, to “focusing” the work into a manageable, doable set of things
that can realistically move forward to action. This is where items identified in the previous session are
looked at critically next to a concept or requirement. Organizing things into more or less time it will take
to complete, the cost to develop and implement something, or establishing and sorting items by priority,
are all examples of “focusing the work.”
Basic agreements emphasized with attendees in the focus phase are to; challenge ideas, not people,
narrow ideas to a manageable few, focus on unique factors, merge ideas and create strength.
Focusing the GEJAA initiative round one is designed to create “focus areas” for the initiative, another
core goal of the planning meeting. In this round attendees, in their respective domain groups, used an
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affinity process to cluster deliverables from the previous round into similar and like‐kind areas. Groups
then named the clusters to create “focus areas,” or as one person referred to as “buckets.” Attendees
were asked to conduct the following two steps in their domain groups:
1. Organize the deliverables (things to do) generated in the previous session into a maximum of 5
“like‐kind” clusters.
2. When done with the first step, name the clusters.
The resulting focus areas below were created for each of the target domains.
FOCUS AREAS
Staff

Women in Custody

Community

Leadership Stance

Association Initiatives

Strategies and Deliverables

Policies

Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities

Communication and Resources

Positive Culture

"Stuff" for Women in Custody

Community Engagement

Recruitment & Retention

Services and Programs for Women

Training and TA

Training

Agency Initiatives

Building Capacity

In review, it was noted that attendees to this point generated deliverables organized into focus areas for
the three stated domains; staff, women in custody and the community.
In terms of strategic planning, the focus areas can be the genesis for, and developed into strategic goals
that drive associated deliverables for the GEJAA initiative.

Focusing the Initiative ‐ Round Two (Consolidating and Prioritizing)
Focusing the GEJAA initiative round two is intended to consolidate and prioritize deliverables. In this
session attendees were provided 9 dots. They were instructed to place their dots, 3 in each domain, on
deliverables they saw as being a priority for the initiative. They were further instructed to place only 1
dot on any one deliverable. A total of 126 dots (43 per domain) were available to place on deliverables.
Sixty‐six deliverables received a dot, or a “vote,” indicating a priority rating. Eighteen deliverables in the
staff domain received votes. Twenty‐one deliverables in the women in custody domain received votes.
Twenty‐Seven deliverables in the community domain received votes. Deliverables that received a vote
ranged from 1 to 6 votes. For the purpose of analyzing the results, the more dots (votes) a deliverable
received the higher priority and interest it is considered to have by meeting attendees.

Focusing the Initiative ‐ Round Three (Organize by Range – time to complete)
Focusing the GEJAA initiative round three considers and determines the amount of time it will take to
complete a deliverable. Attendees were reminded one purpose of the session is; to generate
deliverables for each domain that we can accomplish in the next 18 months.
Attendees returned to their respective domain groups and were asked to organize deliverables into
short, medium, long and longer terms meaning the estimated time it would take to complete the
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deliverable. Guidance on time frames was provided as follows: Short ‐ 0 to 6 months; Medium ‐ 6 to 12
months; Long ‐ 12 to 18 months; and Longer – more than 18 months.
Of the 176 deliverables, attendees identified 74 as short‐term, 61 as medium‐term, 22 as long‐term and
19 as needing longer than 18 months to complete. The table below shows the number of deliverables
by range (time to complete) for each of the three domains.

Short
(0‐6 months)

Medium
(6‐12 months)

Long
(12‐18 months)

Staff

21

16

6

Longer
(more than
18 months)
3

Women in Custody

20

24

5

8

Community

33

21

11

8

74

61

22

19

TOTAL

Action Planning – Delivering the initiative
Early the first day of the planning session, it was clarified that the primary intention for this session is to
assist AJA and the Gender Equity in Jails Across American committee to plan and execute deliverables to
advance the initiative. Attendees in this session produced a framework for each of three domains; staff,
women in custody and the community; with short, medium and long‐term deliverables (goals);
organized into focus areas. Additionally, based on their knowledge and expertise, attendees in the
planning session rated the deliverables in terms of their importance and need to address sooner‐than‐
later. This provides the opportunity to hone the large number of deliverables into a more manageable
number to consider when planning and implementing.
The results of the planning generated a rich body of concrete and actionable information primarily for
use by AJA and the GEJAA committee, but can also be useful and inform planning efforts by others
working in this area. Deliverable data is presented in two formats. A List by Range organizes the
deliverables by time to complete, and contains assigned focus areas and priority by votes. Second,
deliverables are organized in a Grid by Focus Area and Range, and contains the priority by vote data.
Both formats are presented for the three domains. Below are the respective appendices containing
deliverable data.







Appendix E – Staff Deliverables: List by Range
Appendix F – Staff Deliverables: Grid by Focus Area and Range
Appendix G ‐ Women in Custody Deliverables: List by Range
Appendix H – Women in Custody Deliverables: Grid by Focus Area and Range
Appendix I – Community Deliverables: List by Range
Appendix J – Community Deliverables: Grid by Focus Area and Range
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Intersect Between Domains
The next session involved attendees taking time to review all three domains and note the various
intersects between deliverables. Deliverables were arranged into their respective focus areas for this
activity. Attendees were asked to walk around and come up with insights into intersects between the
domains and deliverables. Attendees shared their observations and insights represented in the list of
comments below.





















Lived experience intersects with community, staff, and women in custody. Women in custody
have to draw on resources from the community and need staff to facilitate those processes. It is
important for justice‐involved women to understand why it is important for them to interact
with, or possibly have as mentors, lived experience women.
Listening sessions. Women in custody need to talk about their experience and staff need to hear
the experience as well.
Association engagement. Many intersects among domains. Association engagement on all
domains could advance this initiative and help make major policy shifts.
Awareness building. What does gender equity mean? These are systemic.
- Tool bucket. What needs to be developed or repurposed for the field?
- Capacity bucket. What can be done to build capacity in the field?
- NIC and Stakeholders bucket. What are the partnerships you need to foster?
- AJA Committee bucket. What does the committee take on, and on what do they seek to
partner?
All of these buckets intersect with each domain and cross into each domain. What AJA can name
and accomplish is a separate bucket.
Education—each domain group may lack an appreciation and understanding about the other
groups. Resource gathering was noted in each domain; what already exists, tapping into
community resources, and ensuring all domain groups are intersecting.
Family engagement from community applicable to women in custody and staff (who have
family/loved ones incarcerated).
Planting the seed that gives people the knowledge around gender informed policies and
practices in each of the three domains. Give a foundation and see how much other stuff they
can take on that is more in depth. A foundational piece about why gender equity matters is
important to all three groups.
Conferences and workshops apply to all.
Policy and procedures are applicable to all. Some jurisdictions struggle to have the resources
and ability to develop appropriate gender responsive policy.
Promoting healthy relationships and mentorships crosses the domains. Community members
can provide mentorship to women in custody. Staff had a mentorship component identified as a
deliverable.
Insist on zero tolerance on disrespectful language towards women crosses all three domains.
Women with “lived experience” have clearly articulated that the word “offender” is one of the
words that have impact. It is important to change the conversation.
Many of the deliverables captured fall under the broad category of offender management.
Suggestion to have committee and/or participants in this group visit a gender responsive facility.
“If we start with why then it becomes clear.”
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Some of the things women in custody need may be the similar things to what staff need, and
what the women in custody will need when they are released to the community.
“We focus on what we can do for the women but conversation needs to shift to “what can men
do to shift their behavior?”
Community has many things that are intersectional with the other domains such as: advocating
on Capitol Hill, tweeting success stories, zero tolerance on language, inviting partners into the
facility.
Get people thinking about what is possible.
It was suggested that there are intersects between specific deliverables such as: Promote AWEC;
Seek private funding; Advocate on Capitol Hill; Create campaign to promote importance of
family visitation; Develop roll call video; Tweet out success stories of women; Zero tolerance for
disrespectful language; Ted Talks; and Invite partners into facility.

Mission for the Initiative
The group agreed that it would be beneficial for AJA stakeholders to share this work with the GEJAA
project team and for the committee to develop a mission statement for the initiative. It was noted that
the committee could use and expand on the “Overall Purpose and Goals” stated earlier to develop a
mission statement. The benefit of the committee building a mission statement around the framework
would provide members a stake and sense of ownership in the initiative and accompanying framework
(draft mission statements for each domain, focus areas, deliverables, priority, and timelines).

Final Review of Session Work
A summary review of completed session work was done by briefly revisiting the following:











Background and history of gender equity work
Overall purpose and goals
Purpose of this session
Non‐purpose of this session
Conditions and characteristics that would demonstrate gender equity in each of the 3 domains:
staff, population, and community
Five focus areas in each domain
Deliverables in each domain that can accomplished in the next 18 months
Prioritized deliverables
Deliverables arranged into short, medium, long and longer time frames (estimated time to
complete)
The intersects between domains and deliverables

Apparent and acknowledged was the comprehensive and substantive amount of quality work that was
produced over a short time period, and that this could only be attributed to a dedicated,
knowledgeable, experienced and thoughtful group of practitioners brought together by two
organizations committed to the issue of gender equity.

Next steps
President elect Marsha Travis provided her thoughts on the next steps for the work of this group and
the GRJAA initiative. She noted:
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•
•
•
•

This process was beneficial in large part due to the perspectives and backgrounds of each
participant.
AJA will take this information back to the committee to determine how to deploy.
She and staff will present the framework and contents to the committee.
AJA and NIC will discuss items that need attention before the committee meets.

DEBRIEF AND CLOSING REMARKS
Attendees were asked of their thoughts and impressions about the process in terms of what worked well
and what could be done differently or better. The following are their responses:







Environment is important. The first room was too small and too warm. Changing rooms was
more effective for the group and the process.
Liked the process
There was a good balance between pushing and challenging
Facilitators were a good team and did a great job
Compliment to participants for being willing to participate in non‐formal leadership roles
Acknowledgement of time and effort required to organize this meeting

Acting Director, Shaina Vanek provided closing remarks acknowledging the engagement and
participants. She discussed the historical work and the opportunity to build on that foundation and
move forward in partnership with AJA and others. She mentioned the importance of addressing the
“why” behind the “what” to move the issue forward. Being proud and pleased to have AJA and the
participants here, she looks forward to the next steps.
Chief Amos thanked and acknowledged Acting Director Vanek, the AJA leadership, and participants for
all their contributions.
President Diggins thanked the participants for their dedication and hard work. He also extended his
gratitude to Acting Director Vanek, Chief Amos, and the NIC team for making this initiative a priority.
The meeting officially adjourned.
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Julie Abbate

Just Detention International

SME Advisor

Georgette Brown

Federal Bureau of Prisons

SME Advisor

Maureen Buell

National Institute of Corrections

SME Advisor

Holly Busby

SME Advisor

Evelyn Bush

National Institute of Corrections/Chief, Community
Services Division
National Institute of Corrections

Sandy Cathcart

National Institute of Corrections

SME Advisor

Elias Diggins

Denver Sheriff's Department

AJA President/GEJAA Initiative

Dawn Freeman

The Securus Foundation

SME Advisor

Erika Frierson

San Diego County Sheriff's Department/Commander

Robert Kasabian

American Jail Association
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The Moss Group/President and Founder
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Davidson County Sheriff’s Office
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National Institute of Corrections
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Gender Equity in Jails Across America Initiative
Planning Meeting
NIC / AJA
January 28‐29, 2020
AGENDA
TIME
ITEM
Tuesday, January 28, 2020

TOPIC

LEAD

8:30 AM

Welcome and
Introductions



Welcome and Introductions

Shaina Vanek

9:30 AM

Background and
Overview





History of Effort and Work
Overview of initiative
AJA and NIC’s efforts

Panda Adkins
Stephen Amos
Elias Diggins

10:15 AM

BREAK

10:30 AM

Strategic Planning

ALL



11:30 AM
12:30 PM
1:45 PM

Lunch
Strategic Planning‐
Round 1
BREAK



Purpose, Goals of the initiative, roles of
the work group and respective entities,
and outcomes of meeting
Overview of the Compression Planning
and Storyboarding process

Panda Adkins

Planning – Exploring the initiative

Michael Dooley

Michael Dooley

ALL


2:00 PM

Strategic Planning –
Round 2

3:15 PM

BREAK

ALL

4:30 PM

Adjourn for the Day

Stephen Amos

Planning – Exploring the initiative
(continued)

Michael Dooley

Wednesday, January 29, 2020
8:30 AM

Recap of Day 1




Welcome
Review of previous day’s work and
decision points

9:00 AM

Strategic Planning‐
Round 1



Planning – Focusing the initiative

10:30 AM

BREAK
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TIME

ITEM


TOPIC
Planning – Focusing the initiative
(continued)

LEAD
Michael Dooley

10:45 AM

Strategic Planning‐
Round 2

11:30 AM

Lunch

12:30 PM

Strategic Planning‐
Round 3



Action Planning – Delivering the initiative

Michael Dooley

1:30 PM

Strategic Planning



Intersect Between Domains

Michael Dooley

2:30 PM

Strategic Planning



Initiative Mission

Michael Dooley
Michael Dooley

3:30 PM

Strategic Planning




Final Review of Session Work
Next steps

Michael Dooley
Marsha Travis

4:00 PM

Closing Remarks

Stephen Amos
Elias Diggins

4:30 PM

Adjourn

Stephen Amos
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BACKGROUND DOCUMENTS




Letter from AJA President Elias Diggins
2017 Summit Background, Goals and Summary Comments ‐ From Entry to Exit: A Summit on
Meeting the Needs of Women in Jails to Reduce their Involvement in the Criminal Justice System
 2014 Summit Background and Goals ‐ Achieving More Effective Outcomes with Women in Jails: A
Summit to Identify Strategies to Build and Expand Gender Responsive Approaches that Work
 NIC Services Offered
 NIC Flyer ‐ Justice Involved Women’s Initiative
 Brief on Children of Incarcerated Parents and The Family Strengthening Project
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Dear colleagues,
Thank you for your support of the "Gender Equity in Jails Across America" initiative. As we now
partner with the Department of Justice-National Institute of Corrections and others to further
promote and infuse this into the work we do, let us always give credit to the many trailblazers on
whose shoulders we stand. For decades, bringing recognition to the issues that affect women who
work in our field or are in our custody was often not a priority for agencies. This made the climb of
these pioneers often feel impossible. They never gave up, and to them we say "thank you" for leading
the way to where we are today.
As we continue the work with a national focus, we must maintain our challenge to every Sheriff,
Director of Corrections or Jail Administrator to make gender equity and being trauma informed a
priority for their Department. Although we have begun to make gains with some leaders taking on
the challenge, there are so many more who still can and will change lives by doing so. The first
question often asked by someone when thinking about taking on the initiative is how do they begin.
As we come together to chart a course for where we are going, setting these agencies up for success
by creating a road map should be one of our priorities. One of the other main concerns often shared
is the overlap which can occur when addressing issues, which is why the initiative is set in three
separate and distinct tracks; staff, women in custody and the community. I encourage our work to
keep and make this clear division. Finally, let us leave no stone unturned when it comes to putting
the real issues on the table. Nothing should be left out and anything that affects a woman in the
community affects her in our jails as well.
We are blessed to be able to have such a tremendous opportunity to do this work! Thank you again
for your unwavering commitment to our field and those we are called to serve.
Elias
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From Entry to Exit:
A Summit on Meeting the Needs of Women in Jails
to Reduce their Involvement in the Criminal Justice System
October 11-12, 2017
Washington, D.C.
BACKGROUND
In October 2014, the NRCJIW partnered with the AJA to conduct Achieving More Effective
Outcomes with Women in Jails: A Summit to Identify Strategies to Build and Expand Gender
Responsive Approaches that Work. This successful event was attended by a diverse group of
individuals knowledgeable about gender responsiveness and jail operations. The summit
resulted in the production of eight “Tip Sheets” on topics identified by summit participants as
particularly relevant to working with women in jails.
The NRCJIW and AJA are partnering to conduct this second summit to continue the national
conversation on women’s involvement in jails: Are there opportunities to work more
effectively to reduce their recidivism and justice involvement at the local level? What are
concrete strategies we can implement at each decision point – from their entry into the facility
to their exit to the community – to meet their needs? Issues and concerns posed by both
pretrial and sentenced populations will be addressed.

GOALS
The goals of the summit are to:
•

Identify the specific needs of women, and explore the challenges and opportunities
presented at key stages in their jail stays (i.e., entry to exit) where we can better address
these needs;

•

Consider the latest research and current efforts across the country so that they may
inform our strategies for working with women towards successful reentry; and

•

Develop concrete strategies that corrections agencies can implement to improve gender
responsive reentry practices and reduce the likelihood that women will return to jail or
become more entrenched in the justice system.
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2017 Summary comments - Hosted by National Resource Center on Justice Involved Women and AJA

Themes
•

Women enter jails with different R/N than men

•

Potential for R/N to be addressed at pre-entry point

•

Re-entry models exists - work to incorporate gender responsive strategies into models

•

Intentionality is critical - women are often forgotten AND there is an assumption that gender-neutral
policy and practice works just as for women

•

Gender responsiveness and trauma informed care is evidence-based practice for women

•

There are numerous gender responsive, trauma-informed programs at the local level that are achieving
excellent results with women

Thoughts/strategies for next steps
•

Submit proposal for jail GIPA (Gender Informed Practices Assessment)

•

Conduct national campaign to reduce incarceration of women in local jails

•

»
;i..

Sense of urgency and develop platform

»

Solicit commitments from jails around the country

;i..

Establish demonstration projects

»
»
);>-

•

•

Provide educational support and training

Develop Top Ten strategies/fact sheet that jails can easily implement that will make a difference
;i..

•

Create coalition of networks

Determine strategies and key audiences
Organize around reentry model or other structure (TJC?)
Disseminate throughout AJA

Establish process for including/advocating for GR in all aspects of significant federal grant programs
);>-

CIT training in jails and with law enforcement

);>-

NIC's local system assessment

»

TJC

Develop list of GR programs
» Develop descriptions and outcomes
;?a-

Highlight program at local level in jails

;?a-

Highlight how GR approaches more effectively reduce women's recidivism

Develop strategy for working with key organizations (CLS, ASA, APPA, NaCo, NSA.... )
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Achieving More Effective Outcomes with Women in Jails:
A Summit to Identify Strategies to Build and Expand
Gender Responsive Approaches that Work
hosted by the National Resource Center on Justice Involved Women 1
and the American Jail Association 2
Washington, DC
October 16-17, 2014
Background
The U.S. Department of Justice, Office of Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Assistance (BJA) –
in partnership with the National Institute of Corrections (NIC) – established the National
Resource Center on Justice Involved Women (NRCJIW) in 2010 to address the unique and
complex needs of adult women involved in the criminal justice system. The mission of the
NRCJIW is to provide guidance and support to criminal justice professionals – and to promote
evidence-based, gender responsive policies and practices – in order to reduce the number and
improve the outcomes of women involved in the criminal justice system. Three of the
overarching goals of the Resource Center are to:
•
•
•

Promote gender-informed policy and management practices that have systemic impact
and improve outcomes;
Highlight critical issues confronting this population; and
Build a community of professionals to encourage the exchange of ideas and information
and advance gender-informed practices nationally.

In 2013, the NRCJIW and the American Jail Association (AJA) formed a partnership to highlight
the critical issues specific to women in jails. A survey was conducted of AJA members to gain a
greater understanding of their perspectives and challenges when working with women in jails,
This event is supported under grant #2010-DJ-BX-K080 awarded by the U.S. Department of Justice, Office of
Justice Programs, Bureau of Justice Assistance, in partnership with the National Institute of Corrections.
2
The American Jail Association (AJA) is a national, nonprofit organization that supports the professionals who
operate our nation’s jails. It is the only national association that focuses exclusively on issues specific to the
operation of local correctional facilities.
1
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and in January 2014, AJA’s American Jails Magazine was entirely devoted to issues unique to
women in jails.
This Summit is also a joint effort of the NRCJIW and AJA to continue to highlight the critical
issues facing women in jails and increase the awareness of jail managers and staff about gender
responsive strategies that can improve their effectiveness when working with women and
enhance facility safety and security for staff and inmates. This one-and-a-half day event
convenes 30 jail administrators, practitioners, community providers, researchers and criminal
justice professionals with diverse experience, expertise and knowledge about gender-informed
policies and practices and working with women in jails to identify areas of improved practice
and develop concrete strategies for engaging local correctional facility practitioners to enhance
outcomes for women in jails.

Goals of the Summit
The primary outcome of the Summit is a written brief that articulates the key areas discussed
during the Summit, along with some action steps and strategies that jail practitioners can
implement to improve practices in each area. To this end, the specific objectives of the Summit
are to:
•
•
•

Gain a greater understanding of the needs and challenges facing practitioners and
women in jails;
Review the latest research on justice-involved women and gender-informed best
practices and how they may be applied in jail settings; and,
Identify effective approaches, strategies and action steps that jail practitioners can take
to enhance their practices.
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NIC Services Offered

1. Gender Informed Practices in the Management of Women's Prisons
This evidence based training program is designed to provide best practices and researched
principles utilized in correctional facility operations to provide successful outcomes for women
offenders.
Target Audience: Senior level, Supervisors and Managers from all functions within the facility.
Output: Four-Day training provided as a national program or via a technical assistance to assist
an agency.
2. Leadership Development and Enhancement
Technical assistance respond to agency or facility undergoing a culture shift due to significant
leadership change,
Target Audience: Senior level, Supervisors and Managers from all functions within the facility.
Output: Three-Day training program provided via a technical assistance to assist an agency
3. Correctional Leadership for Women: Partnering for Performance
This evidence based training program is designed to explore self-awareness, career
development and knowledge of women's ways of leading that validate the value added by
women leaders in criminal justice and corrections.
Target Audience: Senior level, Supervisors and Managers from all functions within the facility.
Output: Four-Day training program with women from four correctional state/community
jurisdiction
4. Strategic Development of Executive Women
This evidence based training program is designed to increase the skills, knowledge and ability of
senior women to promote up in their career.
Target Audience: Women leaders at the functional level of Warden or above. Modified
acceptance for women working in the jails system.
Output: Four Day national training program.
5. Baseline Cultural Assessment
Per technical assistance, presenting problem is unpacked via staff, supervisors and inmate focus
groups, tours and policy review.
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Progress

The past two decades have been an exciting time in
women’s services with new research, improved
practices, and an emerging recognition that the
differences presented by women contributes to their
justice involvement.

CONTACT INFORMATION
Maureen Buell
Correctional Program Specialist

The rising rates of women in our justice systems have
seen exponential growth over the past 2 decades and
women, once a population deemed too small to
address have turned into a challenge for correctional
administrators.

Phone: 202-514-0121
Email: MBuell@bop.gov
Address:
Maureen Buell
500 First St, NW Washington, DC 20534

Research has identified areas that are either unique
to or occur with greater frequency and duration with
women and left unaddressed, may increase her
likelihood of justice involvement. NIC continues a
commitment of providing research-based and
gender-informed services and support to the field to
improve outcomes in the management of justice
involved women.

JUSTICE
INVOLVED
WOMEN’S
INITIATIVE

TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
Technical Assistance (TA) is offered to organizations
and agencies interested in improving outcomes for
justice involved women and is offered across the
correctional continuum (pre-trial, jails, prisons,
probation, parole, and community-based programs).
The TA can cover a broad range of identified needs
from operational issues, to programming, to policy
development, and can also support implementation
of these policies and procedures.
https://nicic.gov/how-can-we-help

COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
Phone:
(800) 995-6423
Email:
Support@nicic.gov
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Models of GenderInformed Practice

SAFETY MATTERS: MANAGING
RELATIONSHIPS IN WOMEN’S FACILITIES

COLLABORATIVE CASEWORK - WOMEN
(CCW-W)

Understanding PREA implementation in women’s facilities
and explore key dynamics and behaviors of women’s
relationships and their implications on operational
practice.

The CCW-W merges evidence-based, gender-informed
research to enhance outcomes with justice involved
women. The team focused process can begin at
sentencing, continues through community
supervision and focuses on risk, need, strengths with
the active participation of the women.

WOMEN OFFENDERS:
DEVELOPING AN AGENCY-WIDE APPROACH

GENDER-INFORMED PRACTICES
ASSESSMENT (GIPA)

How to use evidence-based, gender-informed research to
make policy-driven systematic changes to improve
outcomes for women offenders.

The GIPA provides agency and prison leadership with
a measured assessment of their delivery of sound
principles of evidence-based, gender-informed
research policy, programming, and practices.

WORKING WITH
JUSTICE INVOLVED WOMEN

GENDER-RESPONSIVE POLICY AND
PRACTICES ASSESSMENT (GRPPA)

This is a 5 part online course covering all major areas of
learning about justice involved women

A self-directed template developed to guide an
agency’s internal assessment of current evidencebased, gender-informed policies, programs, and
practices in jails, prisons, probation, parole, and
community-based residential programs.

BEING GENDER RESPONSIVE:
EFFECTIVE OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT
OF WOMEN’S PRISONS
How to address the unique needs of women
in correctional settings.
For information on this course only - contact:
Evelyn Bush elbush@bop.gov

WOMEN’S RISK AND NEED ASSESSMENTS
(WRNA)
The WRNA are gender-informed, researched based
assessment and classification instruments that assess
risk, need and strength factors across the correctional
continuum specific to women.
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Additional
Resources
GENDER RESPONSIVE BULLETIN SERIES:
●
●
●
●
●

●

No Place for Youth: Girls in the Adult Justice System
Pregnancy and Child-Related Legal and Policy Issues
Concerning Justice-Involved Women
Employment and Female Offenders: An Update of
the Empirical Research
Facility Planning to Meet the Needs of Female
Inmates
Gender-Responsive Policy Development in
Corrections: What we Know and Roadmaps for
Change
A Summary of Research, Practice, and Guiding
Principles for Women Offenders

HEALTH, JUSTICE, AND WOMEN:
TRANSFORMING SYSTEMS - CHANGING LIVES
[BROADCAST]
HEALTH, JUSTICE, AND WOMEN: BEHAVIORAL
HEALTH AND OB/GYN [BROADCAST]
GENDER RESPONSIVE STRATEGIES: RESEARCH,
PRACTICE, AND GUIDE PRINCIPLES FOR WOMEN
OFFENDERS [DOCUMENT]
Go to https://nicic.gov/justice-involved-women
and look at additional information specific to women in
criminal justice systems.
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Children of Incarcerated Parents
There are an estimated 2.7 million children who have an incarcerated parent in our
country (but that is just an estimate). Many of these children and their families will have
some interaction with the correctional facility-where the parent is being held- or an entity
serving as an extension of the correctional facility (such as a video visitation application,
or their written letters being screened, or even accessing the correctional facility’s
website) So it is the correctional institution-as the medium-for which the incarcerated
parent and their families are able to facilitate their relationship…and this MATTERS!

The Family Strengthening Project
The Family Strengthening Project centers on incarcerated parents and their children. The
project’s approach aims to highlight model practice policies implemented in state and
local correctional institutions that connect incarcerated parents and their children.
Previous research has shown for some incarcerated parents, communication-including
visitation with their children during incarceration has been greatly beneficial for both the
incarcerated parent and the criminal justice system. Previous studies have indicated for
many parents who maintained communication with their children during incarceration: a
decrease in reports of depression in mothers that communicate with their children while
incarcerated, less correction-issued infractions, decrease in recidivism, and continued
parental involvement during reentry. The project’s team recently released the publication
of a model practice document for correctional administrators. The team also just
completed 12-months of technical assistance implementing the model practices within
five pilot sites throughout the US. The five pilot sites include: Harris County Jail (TX)
and Dane County Jail (WI), Connecticut DOC, Oregon DOC, New York City DOC
(Riker’s Island).
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ACTIVITY 1 ‐ EXPLORING GENDER EQUITY IN JAILS
Focus group attendees in three groups were asked, “What characteristics & conditions demonstrate equity
each for staff , women in custody and community?” The goal of this activity was intended to inspire and elicit
an ideal future state where "equity" in each of the domains is demonstrated and evident. The results from this
activity are intended as a primer for exploring and developing deliverables in the next round to fill the gaps and
move the initiative forward toward these ideal ends.

STAFF
What characteristics & conditions demonstrate equity for Staff working in jails?
Restrooms (amenities)
Lactation/Changing Rooms
Women's Locker Room
Orientation to the profession
Orientation to gender differences
Special teams opportunities
Services for professional who have incarcerated loved ones
Flexible work schedules
Qualified staff
Staffing Assignments
Promotional Process (defined)
Recognition of each units needs
Opportunities to be heard
Address inappropriate inmate behavior
Respectful language
Mentoring opportunities
Female association committee
Appreciates Diversity
The organization provides uniforms for staff: 1. Pregnant, 2. Female cut
Recruitment (actively and targeted)
Policies and procedures
WOMEN IN CUSTODY
What characteristics & conditions demonstrate equity for women in custody ?
Programs specific for women ‐ 1
Facility design and/or operation are gender responsive ‐ 2
Gender Matters, Same is not equal. GR Training , tone of voice, respectful language ‐ 3
Trauma Informed practice (language, emotional /psych support, respectful space that quiet, peaceful ‐ 4
Security Practices/Policies (hands in waistband, waist chains) ‐ 5
GR Discipline (Failure to obey, contraband‐what, too many pics on wall) ‐ 6
Relationships (That's a PREA, support vs. predatory e.g. hugs, no touch) ‐ 7
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Use of Restraints (minimally, why & for what purpose, health, Inigatim ‐ 8
Transport (Ideally 7 female, trained in GR, policies w/ mandated protections for women) ‐ 9
Privacy (curtains, dividers) ‐ 10
Re‐entry planning (ops for work, consider housing with kids, safety from dangerous partners) ‐ 11
Searches/women staffing or training ‐ 12
Recognition of parent child relationship ‐ 13
Are contact visits allowed for mothers or women? ‐ 14
Lactation policies, program and equipment ‐ 18
Objective Classification ‐ Revision and application ‐ 15
How often are visits restricted or taken away ‐ 16
Pregnancy testing & prenatal care. Terminations, pregnancy ,BCPs, Post‐natal (birth control) ‐ 19
Women's Feminine care is free and readily available (tampons and pads) ‐ 20
GR property lists ‐ size/type ‐ 21
MAT for Women consistent with best practices ‐ 22
All issued items of clothing are appropriate ‐ 23
Access & Frequency of laundry ‐ 24
Dietary consideration based on women's needs ‐ 25
Case management for women ‐ 26
Supervisory & training development Responsive to women in custody ‐ 27
Bring in voice of formerly incarcerated, lived experience ‐ 28
How many under garments are given to women ‐ 17

COMMUNITY
What characteristics & conditions demonstrate equity for women in the community ?
Building the understanding of community leaders the roles of jails
Marketing the jail's message
Leadership value Recognition for providing services to the community
Jail are part of the community
Partnership development Welcoming re‐entry partners who effectively provide Gender Responsive services
Communication strategies
Transparency through open dialogue both good and bad
Purposeful and intentional leadership outreach to community
Leading efforts to increase opportunity to divert women at pretrial stage
Family friendly visitation rooms
Inclusion of directly impacted people; formerly incarcerated, family members, friends where possible
Family /community liaison
Family friendly visitation polices & practices
staff value & welcome community engagement
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Appendix E - Staff Deliverables: List by Range

STAFF DELIVERABLES: LIST BY RANGE
Working Mission: Our agency ensures that gender is not used as a predictor for staff opportunities and career success
Deliverable

Focus Area

Range

Votes

Evaluate staff demographics (recruitment appreciation)
Collect at least 3 other policies/procedures that are reflective of gender responsivity (Nation/Agency)/Review
and revise policy and procedures that address gender equity
Provide time in the current pre‐service on gender responsivity/Initiate a module on gender differences

Leadership Stance
Policies

Short
Short

3
3

Training

Short

3

Assign supervisory to review quarterly post assessment review for rotation
Require documented supervisor tours (to be heard)
Create guidelines for staff with incarcerated family
Empanel a multidiscipline team to go throughout the facilities and identify areas to provide better facilities
for female use
Identify resources for gender equity training
Utilize supervisor staff meetings to update and reinforce GR policy/procedure
Conduct quarterly post assignment reviews to ensure fair rotation
Conduct quarterly town hall meetings/Create town hall schedule and post/Create talking points for town hall

Leadership Stance
Leadership Stance
Policies
Positive Culture

Short
Short
Short
Short

1
1
1
1

Training
Training
Leadership Stance
Leadership Stance

Short
Short
Short
Short

1
1

Create an action plan to address areas of concern/recommendations (physical plant concerns)
Create policy to address gender issues
Use the 3 collected policies & a multi‐disciplinary team to develop P&P for gender responsivity
Assess physical plant capabilities for gender needs
Identify company that sells male & female uniforms/Provide uniforms that fit and feel good & look good

Leadership Stance
Policies
Policies
Positive Culture
Positive Culture

Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

Recruitment & Retention
Recruitment & Retention
Training
Training
Training
Positive Culture

Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Medium

Allow staff work day swaps
Identify space to meet lactation needs
Add the NIC website to current facility "message board" for personal/professional development
Identify staff to participate in a train‐the‐trainer program/Develop a train‐the trainer program
Market women's leadership class to jails
Create guidelines and aspect of a mentoring program/Identify mentors to develop staff
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Deliverable

Focus Area

Range

Votes

Positive Culture

Medium

1

Positive Culture
Leadership Stance
Leadership Stance
Policies
Policies

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

1

Create and implement a mentoring capacity
Determine need for female association committee
Identify and create space(s) for lactation needs
Implement orientation expectation for mentees
Implement training for mentors
Create a recruitment team/1+ for targeted recruitment/Identify targeted recruitment resources/locations

Positive Culture
Positive Culture
Positive Culture
Positive Culture
Positive Culture
Recruitment & Retention

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Create a resource guide regarding available community childcare (that accommodates shift work)

Recruitment & Retention

Medium

Provide safe and secure parking
Provide time in the ART in customer service/Train all staff in customer service
Develop OJT for working effectively with women
Initiate management development for line staff
Networking/training projects to encourage cross functional problem solving
Establish defined selection criteria that is inclusive of gender differences for special team(s) selections and
disseminate to all staff
Create supervisory scenarios and facilitation on critical issues to include implicit bias and legal issues

Recruitment & Retention
Training
Training
Training
Training
Leadership Stance

Medium
Medium
Long
Long
Long
Long

Training

Long

Provide training on relationship management ‐ partners/supervisors
Create & host regional summits for jail administrators
Create and host a leadership seminar on the importance of their role
Provide on‐site day care for staff (their kids)

Training
Training
Training
Recruitment & Retention

Long
Longer
Longer
Longer

Conduct a well defined staff survey to solicit staff beliefs and recommendations for what they feel is needed
or would like to see
Create peer support teams
Create and distribute criteria for promotions
Use current communication resources to include promotional information
Create procedures and auditing processes
Implement a P&P that allow staff workday swaps and flexible schedules that don't compromise operations
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Appendix F - Staff Deliverables: Grid by Focus Area and Range

STAFF
Deliverables by Range/Focus Area
(Note: "P ‐ #" Stands for priority with higher number representing higher priority)

Range

Leadership Stance

SHORT
(0 to 6 months)

Evaluate staff demographics
(recruitment appreciation)
P‐3

Policies
Collect at least 3 other
policies/procedures that are
reflective of gender responsivity
(Nation/Agency)/Review and
revise policy and procedures that
address gender equity
P‐3

Create guidelines for staff with
Assign supervisory to review
quarterly post assessment review incarcerated family
P‐1
for rotation
P‐1
Require documented supervisor
tours (to be heard)
P‐1

Create policy to address gender
issues

Positive Culture

Recruitment and Retention

Training

Empanel a multidiscipline team to Allow staff work day swaps
go throughout the facilities and
identify areas to provide better
facilities for female use
P‐1

Provide time in the current pre‐
service on gender
responsivity/Initiate a module on
gender differences
P‐3

Assess physical plant capabilities
for gender needs

Identify resources for gender
equity training
P‐1

Identify company that sells male
& female uniforms/Provide
uniforms that fit and feel good &
look good

Identify space to meet lactation
needs

Utilize supervisor staff meetings
to update and reinforce GR
policy/procedure
P‐1

Use the 3 collected policies & a
Conduct quarterly post
assignment reviews to ensure fair multi‐disciplinary team to develop
P&P for gender responsivity
rotation

Add the NIC website to current
facility "message board" for
personal/professional
development

Conduct quarterly town hall
meetings/Create town hall
schedule and post/Create talking
points for town hall

Identify staff to participate in a
train‐the‐trainer
program/Develop a train‐the
trainer program
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SHORT
(0 to 6 months)

Range

Leadership Stance

Policies

Positive Culture

Recruitment and Retention

Market women's leadership class
to jails

Create an action plan to address
areas of
concern/recommendations
(physical plant concerns)

Create and distribute criteria for
promotions

Training

Create procedures and auditing
processes

MEDIUM
(6 to 12 Months)

Implement a P&P that allow staff
Use current communication
resources to include promotional workday swaps and flexible
schedules that don't compromise
information
operations

Create guidelines and aspect of a
mentoring program/Identify
mentors to develop staff
P‐3

Create a recruitment team/1+ for Provide time in the ART in
customer service/Train all staff in
targeted recruitment/Identify
customer service
targeted recruitment
resources/locations

Conduct a well defined staff
survey to solicit staff beliefs and
recommendations for what they
feel is needed or would like to see
P‐1

Create a resources guide
regarding available community
childcare (that accommodates
shift work)

Create peer support teams
P‐1

Provide safe and secure parking

Determine need for female
association committee
Create and implement a
mentoring capacity
Identify and create space(s) for
lactation needs
Implement orientation
expectation for mentees
Implement training for mentors
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Range

Leadership Stance

Policies

Establish defined selection criteria
that is inclusive of gender
differences for special team(s)
selections and disseminate to all
staff
P‐1

Positive Culture

Recruitment and Retention

Training
Develop OJT for working
effectively with women
P‐6

Provide training on relationship
management ‐
partners/supervisors

LONG
(12 to 18 months)

Initiate Management
Development for line staff
P‐4
Networking/training projects to
encourage cross functional
problem solving
P‐3
Provide training on relationship
management ‐
partners/supervisors
Create supervisory scenarios and
facilitation on critical issues to
include implicit bias and legal
issues

LONGER
(Over 18 Months)

Provide on‐site day care for staff
(their kids)

Create host regional summits for
jail administrators
P‐4
Create a leadership & host
seminar on the importance of
their role
P‐1
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Appendix G - Women in Custody Deliverables: List by Range

WOMEN IN CUSTODY DELIVERABLES: LIST BY RANGE
Working Mission: Recognizing that women have different in custody behaviors and needs, so correctional practices that work for men may not
necessarily work for women or may cause harm. #sameisnotequal
Deliverables
Identify allowed property based on women's needs
Provide hair care supplies and equipment/Address needs via appropriate commissary items/Provide unlimited free
tampons, pads, liners for women in custody/Create Property lists
Convene all sheriff authorities to address the issue and draft recommendations
Demonstrate urgency in implementing gender‐responsive strategies to engage leadership
Eliminate unnecessary shackles/restraints
Market to jails ‐ technical assistance and training relevant to jail populations of women
Provide a "crying room;" an I need to think room
Provide proper sleepwear
Allow for personalization of "uniforms"
Collect FAQ sheets and disseminate to staff to increase knowledge and buy‐in
Conduct workshop on how to complete the GRPPA
Develop classes on interviewing skill/job placement programs
Establish internal gender‐responsive working group; Identify opportunities and challenges; They will represent
topics internally and engage leadership
Issue a joint letter from all interested parties/national organizations that gender equity for all women matters. (AJA,
NIC, ABA, ACA, NSA, etc.)
NIC sponsor AJA GR Chair to attend and present initiative to NSA/MCSA/NAC
NIC to sponsor president of AJA to present to the DOJ working group on GR initiative
Provide job information and access to recruiters
Provide mirrors
Review dietary menu
Review disciplinary practice
Create an AJA agency certificate that indicates they have accepted the challenge of the GE/JAA initiative
Engage staff in "what's in it for me" to use gender‐responsive strategies; fewer DR's, quieter units
Provide family visits
Develop a 2X3 card for staff regarding expected practices/conduct regarding gender responsiveness
Engage speakers bureaus of formerly incarcerated to speak to community, staff, correctional leaders about their
experiences (impact, policy, practice)
Provide access to DSS (Department of Social Services)
Establishing Gender Equity in Jails Across America: Planning Meeting

Focus Area

Range

Votes

"Stuff" for Women in Custody
"Stuff" for Women in Custody

Short
Short

5
2

Association Initiatives
Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities
Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities
Association Initiatives
"Stuff" for Women in Custody
"Stuff" for Women in Custody
"Stuff" for Women in Custody
Association Initiatives
Agency Initiatives
Services/Program for Women
Association Initiatives

Short
Short

1
1

Short

1

Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

1
1
1

Association Initiatives

Short

Association Initiatives
Association Initiatives
Services/Program for Women
"Stuff" for Women in Custody
Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities
Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities
Association Initiatives
Agency Initiatives
Services/Program for Women
Agency Initiatives
Association Initiatives

Short
Short
Short
Short
Short

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

5
3
2
1
1

"Stuff" for Women in Custody

Medium

1

Short
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Deliverables

Focus Area

Range

Votes

Survey female population to get input/feedback on what they need or would assist them in and out
Activate GRPPA for jail use (gender‐responsive policy & practices assessment)/Market to jails how to use the GRPPA
model (internal gap analysis), (gender‐responsive policy & practices assessment)
Complete 52 tips for working with Women in custody ( to be used for brief training opportunities, shift change….)

Services/Program for Women
Association Initiatives

Medium
Medium

1

Association Initiatives

Medium

Create child friendly visitation spaces
Create comfortable visitation areas for families
Deploy parenting class
Develop and deliver training on lactation, etc.
Develop and deploy guide to facilitate listening sessions
Develop orientation video by & for the women with staff guidance
Develop policy & practices on lactation, equipment

Services/Program for Women
Services/Program for Women
Services/Program for Women
Agency Initiatives
Services/Program for Women
Association Initiatives
Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities
Agency Initiatives

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

Services/Program for Women
Association Initiatives
Services/Program for Women
Association Initiatives
Services/Program for Women
Association Initiatives

Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Long
Long

Identify and provide simple techniques for line staff to use today and they see immediate change (language….)
Provide financial management course
Provide foundation presentation on why gender matter s from top to bottom
Provide program reflective of "relationship" theory
Provide workshops at all national conventions
Recruit and allow for external women speakers to come in and offer motivational training
Revise GIPA (Gender Informed Practices Assessment) for Jails populations (E )
Update the existing jail tips for use in developing programs and practices (B)
Promising, practice, guidelines and resources for gender responsiveness document development (F)
Develop GR 101 for jails curriculum; who are the women; what are the issues; informs policy & practices & resources
(D)
Provide GR prog./voc that reflects socio‐econ need (status)
Consider peer training orientation (for longer term women)
Create tool kit
Develop screening tool that addresses needs

Association Initiatives
Association Initiatives

Create a gender responsive training for trainers/certification dedicated to working with women in custody

Services/Program for Women
Services/Program for Women
Association Initiatives
Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities
"Stuff" for Women in Custody
Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities
Agency Head or Departmental
Responsibilities
Agency Initiatives

Create opportunities for women and staff to co‐facilitate programming
Highlight success ‐ give line staff a voice
Provide case management services (in/out)

Agency Initiatives
Agency Initiatives
Services/Program for Women

Provide therapy "talk" therapy
Create a trauma informed approach (I)
Revise /Update objective classification system tool for women (A)
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6
1

Long
Long
Long
Longer

1

2

Longer
Longer

1

Longer
Longer
Longer
Longer
Longer
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WOMEN IN CUSTODY
Deliverables by Range/Focus Area
(Note: "P ‐ #" Stands for priority with higher number representing higher priority)

SHORT
(0 to 6 months)

Range

"Stuff" for Women in
Custody

Agency Head or
Departmental
Responsibilities

Agency Initiatives
Conduct workshop on how to
complete the GRPPA

Association Initiatives

Develop classes on interviewing
Market to jails ‐ technical
assistance and training relevant to skill/job placement programs
jail populations of women
P‐1

Identify allowed property based
on women's needs
P‐5

Eliminate unnecessary
shackles/restraints
P‐1

Provide hair care supplies and
equipment/Address needs via
appropriate commissary
items/Provide unlimited free
tampons/pads/liners for women
in custody/
Create Property lists
P‐2

Demonstrate urgency in
implementing gender‐responsive
strategies to engage leadership
P‐1

Convene all sheriff authorities to
address the issue and draft
recommendations
P‐1

Provide proper sleepwear
P‐1

Review dietary menu

Collect FAQ sheets and
disseminate to staff to increase
knowledge and buy‐in

Provide a "crying room;" an I
need to think room
P‐1

Review disciplinary practice

Issue a joint letter from all
interested parties/national
organizations the gender equity
for all women matters. (AJA, NIC,
ABA, ACA, NSA, etc.)
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Women

Provide job information and
access to recruiters
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"Stuff" for Women in
Custody

Agency Head or
Departmental
Responsibilities

Agency Initiatives

Association Initiatives

Allow for personalization of
"uniforms"

NIC to sponsor president of AJA to
present to the DOJ Working
Group on GR initiative.

Provide mirrors

NIC sponsor AJA GR Chair to
attend and present initiative to
NSA/MCSA/NAC

SHORT
(0 to 6 months)

Range

Services/Program for
Women

Establish internal gender‐
responsive working group;
Identify opportunities and
challenges; They will represent
topics internally and engage
leadership

Develop policy & practices on
lactation, equipment

MEDIUM
(6 to 12 Months)

Provide access to DSS
(Department of Social Services)
P‐1

Establishing Gender Equity in Jails Across America: Planning Meeting

Engage staff in "what's in it for
me" to use gender‐responsive
strategies; fewer DR's, quieter
units
P‐3

Create an AJA agency certificate Provide family visits
that indicates they have accepted P ‐ 2
the challenge of the GE/JAA
initiative
P‐5

Develop a 2X3 card for staff
regarding expected
practices/conduct regarding
gender responsiveness
P‐1

Engage speakers bureaus of
formerly incarcerated to speak to
community, staff, correctional
leaders about their experiences
(impact, policy, practice)
P‐1

Survey female population to get
input/feedback on what they
need or would assist them in and
out
P‐1

Develop and deliver training on
lactation, etc.

Develop orientation video by &
for the women with staff
guidance

Update the existing jail tips for
use in developing programs and
practices (B)
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Range

"Stuff" for Women in
Custody

Agency Head or
Departmental
Responsibilities

Agency Initiatives
Identify and provide simple
techniques for line staff to use
today and they see immediate
change (language….)

Association Initiatives

Provide program reflective of
Activate GRPPA for jail use
"relationship" theory
(gender‐responsive policy &
practices assessment)/ Market to
jails how to use the GRPPA model
(internal gap analysis), (gender‐
responsive policy & practices
assessment)

Revise GIPA (Gender Informed
Practices Assessment) for Jails
populations ( E)

MEDIUM
(6 to 12 Months)

Services/Program for
Women

Create comfortable visitation
areas for families

Provide foundation presentation Create child friendly visitation
on why gender matter s from top spaces
to bottom
Provide workshops at all national Recruit and allow for external
conventions
women speakers to come in and
offer motivational training
Complete 52 tips for working with Provide financial management
course
Women in custody ( to be used
for brief training opportunities,
shift change….)
Deploy parenting class
Develop and deploy guide to
facilitate listening sessions
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"Stuff" for Women in
Custody

Agency Head or
Departmental
Responsibilities

Agency Initiatives

Provide therapy "talk" therapy
P‐1

LONGER
(Over 18 Months)

Association Initiatives
Promising, practice, guidelines
and resources for Gender
Responsiveness document
development (F)
P‐6
Develop GR 101 for jails
curriculum
‐ who are the women
‐ what are the issues
informs policy & practices &
resources (D)
P‐1
Create tool kit

LONG
(12 to 18 months)

Range

Develop screening tool that
addresses needs
P‐2

Create a gender responsive
training for trainers/certification
dedicated to working with women
in custody

Revise /Update objective
classification system tool for
women (A)

Highlight success ‐ give line staff a
voice

Create a trauma informed
approach (I)

Create opportunities for women
and staff to co‐facilitate
programming
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Services/Program for
Women
Provide GR prog./voc that reflects
socio‐econ need (status)
P‐1

Consider peer training orientation
(for longer term women)

Provide case management
services (in/out)
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COMMUNITY DELIVERABLES: LIST BY RANGE
Working Mission: Staff and Community recognize the different characteristics and needs of women
Focus Area

Range

Votes

Identify examples of jail/community relationships that are effective

Deliverables

Communication and Resources

S

4

Partner with NIC to continue to expand and promote Family Strengthening Project
Document a list of items and areas that are typically not equitable for women
Advocate on Capitol Hill
Crosswalk workshop opportunities with partner organizations
Identify and review available resources
Identify doers (owners) on the committee
Promote AWEC
Publish a list of agencies that have signed up for initiative
Consider community perspective of what is equitable to them
Review written resources ‐ refresh, redistribute
Create champions in AJA and committee to create buy‐in
Committee host and invite NIC to provide modified environmental scan to explore opportunities to
refine for jail use
Create AJA resource library
Provide free education and support for age appropriate advancement
Ask women in jail how to create positive family experiences (visitation; communication)

Communication and Resources
Strategies and Deliverables
Building Capacity
Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources
Community Engagement
Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

4
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Communication and Resources
Strategies and Deliverables
Strategies and Deliverables

S
S
S

1
1

Identify the stakeholders AJA wants to reach
Create AJA message for jails at association level re: initiative
Identify key partners and collaborators
Consider lessons learned (NIC & others) on delivery strategies and products for the field

Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources
Communication and Resources

S
S
S
S

Educate policy makers on the importance of gender equity
Create definitions for the initiative
Review existing definitions from other related projects
Host "day in the life" of what women experience
Bring community groups to hear from women (Rotary, Jaycees)
Invite women with lived experience to plan and execute community meetings on topic
Identify focus areas in the community
Identify ways to strengthen relationship and understanding of women's needs with C.P.
Consult with directly impacted people

Communication and Resources
Strategies and Deliverables
Strategies and Deliverables
Community Engagement
Community Engagement
Community Engagement
Strategies and Deliverables
Community Engagement
Strategies and Deliverables

S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
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Focus Area

Range

Votes

Insist on zero tolerance for disrespectful language
Identify any legal issues regarding women staff and inmates
Tweet out success stories of women
Create template/guide on how to engage employers
Create resolution on gender equity
Clarify community by adding either: awareness; partnerships; support;
to it, i.e. "Community Partnerships"
Host coffee house with the community to assist with transition from custody
Create fact sheet on engaging community partners
Laminate bookmarks with community resource numbers and email
Develop fact sheets that can be distributed to the community to educate and allow for support

Deliverables

Strategies and Deliverables
Strategies and Deliverables
Communication and Resources
Strategies and Deliverables
Communication and Resources
Community Engagement

S
S
S
S
M
M

2
2

Community Engagement
Strategies and Deliverables
Strategies and Deliverables
Strategies and Deliverables

M
M
M
M

1
1
1
1

Seek private funding
Have a yearly open house
Invite community partners into facility and show respect for their expertise
Webinars
Match communication strategies to stakeholder
Develop a re‐entry checklist
Explore podcast for building capacity
Host educational "meet and greet" events for community program providers
Develop individualized stakeholder message
Educate those visiting (family, service providers, etc.) on what constitutes contraband
Create template for leaders to use to host community meetings
Host webinar series with women with lived experience
Present equity ideas to intended beneficiaries to confirm effectiveness; staff, women in custody
and women in community
Ask funding agencies for money to support GE initiative
Create public facing web pages on topic
Include "decompression" opportunities for volunteer and service providers
Create or focus citizens academy on women offenders needs
Provide speakers from jail to community organizations
Create speakers bureau and send speakers to community orgs to educate on the issue and share
how they can help
Create speakers bureau
Create and deliver a leadership seminar on the topic
Host community resource fair (non‐profits, faith community, ed, workforce) for women
Provide filed trips so mom to chaperone
Provide in‐reach community services

Building Capacity
Community Engagement
Community Engagement
Training and TA
Communication and Resources
Strategies and Deliverables
Communication and Resources
Community Engagement
Communication and Resources
Training and TA
Strategies and Deliverables
Training and TA
Strategies and Deliverables

M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M
M

1

Building Capacity
Communication and Resources
Training and TA
Community Engagement
Training and TA
Training and TA

M
M
L
L
L
L

Training and TA
Training and TA
Community Engagement
Community Engagement
Community Engagement

L
L
L
L
L
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Focus Area

Range

Create campaign to promote the importance of family visitation for women and children

Deliverables

Communication and Resources

L

Partner with women justice partners (NAWJ) to engage with offenders (book clubs, resource fairs)

Communication and Resources

L

Sponsor a gender equity conference
Develop roll call video (10 min)
Publish gender equity workbook for facilities
Make a Ted Talk on topic for distribution
Create front‐line customer service training
Develop and incorporate community engagement skill training in existing supervisor and officer
training
Create an honor guard to participate in community affairs
Create video on women leaders ‐ multiple uses

Training and TA
Training and TA
Communication and Resources
Training and TA
Training and TA
Training and TA

LR
LR
LR
LR
LR
LR

Strategies and Deliverables
Training and TA

LR
LR
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COMMUNITY
Deliverables by Range/Focus Area
(Note: "P ‐ #" Stands for priority with higher number representing higher priority)

Range

Communication and
Resources

Community Engagement

SHORT
(0 to 6 months)

Consider community perspective
Identify examples of
jail/community relationships that of what is equitable to them
P‐1
are effective
P‐4

Strategies and Deliverables
Document a list of items and
areas that are typically not
equitable for women
P‐2

Partner with NIC to continue to
expand and promote Family
Strengthening Project
P‐4

Host "day in the life" of what
women experience

Provide free education and
support for age appropriate
advancement
P‐1

Crosswalk workshop
opportunities with partner
organizations
P‐1
Identify and review available
resources
P‐1

Bring community groups to hear
from women (Rotary, Jaycees)

Ask women in jail how to create
positive family experiences
(visitation, communication)

Invite women with lived
experience to plan and execute
community meetings on topic

Create definitions for the
initiative

Identify doers (owners) on the
committee
P‐1

Review existing definitions from
Identify ways to strengthen
relationship and understanding of other related projects
women's needs with C.P.

Promote AWEC
P‐1

Identify focus areas in the
community

Publish a list of agencies that have
signed up for initiative
P‐1

Consult with directly impacted
people

Review written resources‐refresh,
redistribute
P‐1

Insist on zero tolerance for
disrespectful language
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Building Capacity
Advocate on Capitol Hill
P‐2
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Range

Communication and
Resources

Community Engagement

Strategies and Deliverables

Create champions in AJA and
committee to create buy‐in
P‐1

Identify any legal issues re women
staff and inmates

Committee host and invite NIC to
provide modified environmental
scan to explore opportunities to
refine for jail use
P‐1

Create template/guide on how to
engage employers

Training and TA

Building Capacity

SHORT
(0 to 6 months)

Create AJA resource library
P‐1
Identify the stake holders AJA
wants to reach
Create AJA message for jails at
association level re: initiative
Identify key partners and
collaborators
Consider lessons learned (NIC &
others) on delivery strategies and
products for the field
Educate policy makers on the
importance of gender equity
Tweet out success stories of
women
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Range

Communication and
Resources

Strategies and Deliverables

Training and TA

Building Capacity

Create fact sheet on engaging
community partners
P‐1

Seek private funding
Webinars/Create a series of
P‐1
strategic webinars, podcasts,
articles related to gender
responsive & equity/Host webinar
connecting research with
practice/Create Gender Equity
Webinar

Match communication strategies Host coffee house with the
to stakeholder
community to assist with
transition from custody
P‐1

Laminate bookmarks with
community resource numbers
and email
P‐1

Educate those visitors (family,
service providers, etc.) on what
constitutes contraband

Explore podcast for building
capacity

Have a yearly open house

Develop fact sheets that can be
distributed to the community to
educate and allow for support
P‐1

Host webinar series with women
with lived experience

Develop Individualized
stakeholder message

Develop a re‐entry checklist
Invite community partners into
facility and show respect for their
expertise

Create resolution on gender
equity
P‐2

MEDIUM
(6 to 12 Months)

Community Engagement
Clarify community by adding
either: awareness; partnerships;
support; to it, (i.e. "Community
Partnerships"
P‐2

Ask funding agencies for money
to support GE initiative

Create public facing web pages on Host educational meet and greet Create template for leaders to use
to host community meetings
topic
events for community program
providers
Present equity ideas to intended
beneficiaries to confirm
effectiveness (staff, women in
custody and women in
community)
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Appendix J - Community Deliverables: Grid by Focus Area and Range

Range

Communication and
Resources

Community Engagement

Strategies and Deliverables

LONG
(12 to 18 months)

Building Capacity

Include "decompression"
opportunities for volunteer and
service providers
P‐1

Create campaign to promote the Create or focus citizens academy
importance of family visitation for on women offenders needs
P‐1
women /children

Partner with women justice
partners (NAWJ) to engage with
offenders (book clubs, resource
fairs)

Training and TA

Host community resource fair
(non‐profits, faith community, ed,
workforce) for women

Provide speakers from jail to
community organizations

Provide filed trips so mom to
chaperone

Create speakers bureau and send
speakers to community orgs to
educate on the issue and share
how they can help
Create speakers bureau

Provide in‐reach community
services

LONGER
(Over 18 Months)

Publish Gender Equity workbook
for facilities
P ‐1

Create and deliver a leadership
seminar on the topic

Create an honor guard to
participate in community affairs

Sponsor a gender equity
conference
P‐2
Develop roll call video (10 min)
P‐2
Make a Ted Talk on topic for
distribution
Create front‐line customer service
training
Develop and incorporate
community engagement skill
training in existing supervisor and
officer training
Create video on women leaders ‐
multiple uses
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